
The Top
Facebook Ad
Formulas for
Copy That
Converts



Use these proven
formulas to turbo-charge
your Facebook Ad Copy!

Now onto those juicy Ad Formulas...

1.  eCommerce ads almost always work best with short-form copy (we’re talking 
50 words or less). Unless it’s a brand new product that no one has ever heard of 
before, keep it simple! 

2.  For High Ticket Coaching or Consulting, long-form, transformational stories 
are where it’s at. The more dramatic, the better. Aim to keep your word count 
somewhere between 150-250+. 

3.  Nail that Teaser Text - aka, the first 3 lines of copy in a Facebook Ad. It’s what 
people see first so grab their attention and don’t be afraid to ask for a click or sale 
right at the top. 

4.  Test Direct & Indirect Headlines - a direct headline tells the reader exactly what 
to expect (Example: Free Webinar Reveals XYZ) while and an indirect headline 
piques interest without revealing the exact product/service/offer (Example: The 
Secret Method for Scaling FAST > > )

But before
you dive in...
a few helpful

tips!
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The Peko Method:
All About That Drama

Ideal Niches: Coaches & Consultants

This is one of our absolute faves and one of the most effective formulas for coaches and 
consultants. It leads with high-stakes drama and takes readers through a personal jour-
ney that reveals the epiphany and keys to success that turned it all around.

P: Pain/Backstory - think HIGH Drama 
       Gritty, brutally honest storytelling
       OR something you struggled/failed at

E: Epiphany 
       The “aha” moment that turned it all around

K: Keys to Success 
       The exact steps you took
        for total transformation

O: Offer 
       The solution/
       secrets revealed
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SDDR:
Give Them What They Want
Ideal Niches: Coaches, Consultants & Service Providers
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This is a super simple, yet super effective formula. Appeal to your audience by leading 
with a key struggle OR a core desire, then explain in plain English what you’ve discovered 
or how your product or service will help them get what they want.

S/D: Struggle/Desire

A key struggle your
avatar is facing

OR the core desire they
hope to achieve

D: Discovery

R: Reveal

The “aha” moment that
turned it all around

The “secret” formula you
created to achieve success

The solution your product
or service offers and how
to get it



AIDA:
The Classic Ad Formula
Ideal Niches: Coaches & Consultants, Service Providers, eCommerce (works for almost any niche)

One of the most commonly used ad formulas in the history of marketing - and for good 
reason, it works! It grabs attention, piques interest, and encourages readers to take 
action. And at the end of the day, that’s what we want our ads to get them to do!
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The Power
Transformation:
Ideal Niches: High Ticket Coaches & Consultants

For Coaches & Consultants who don’t know where to start with their ad copy, start HERE. 
This is a fail-proof formula for compelling, story-driven copy that will hook your readers 
from the first line and compel them to act.
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The Bold Claim
Ideal Niches: Beauty Brands, Supplements

Leading with a bold claim is a powerful way to capture attention and draw readers in 
especially when you’re trying to sell an everyday product that people are already 
familiar with such as beauty products, skincare, supplements, etc.

Quick Plug &
Play Formulas for

eCommerce

The only [product] you’ll ever need! 

Discover why thousands of [ideal customer] are enjoying
[primary benefit] without [pain point]. 

“[powerful testimonial]“ 

[product name] is the #1 way to: 

Core Benefit #1 
Core Benefit #2 
Core Benefit #3

Order Today > > [insert URL]
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Simple Special Offer
Ideal Niches: Beauty Brands, Supplements, Fashion, Health/Fitness

[Lead with Special offer -
Example: 50% Off Today Only / Buy 2, Get 1 FREE, while supplies last!] 

Grab yours today > > [Insert URL]

Core Benefit #1 
Core Benefit #2 
Core Benefit #3 

[Urgency/scarcity: Grab yours before
they’re gone, time is running out, etc.] 

Shop now > > [insert URL]

Social Proof Standout
Ideal Niches: Beauty Brands, Supplements, Fashion, Health/Fitness

“[Powerful testimonial #1]” 

“[Powerful testimonial #2]” 

[Unique Selling Proposition] 

Order today to experience [Benefit #1], [Benefit #2], [Benefit #3]. 

Grab yours here while supplies last > > [insert URL]

The Straight-Up Ad
Ideal Niches: Beauty Brands, Supplements, Fashion, Health/Fitness

Want [Desire #1] and [Desire #2]? 

Look no further. Meet the world’s [Unique Selling Proposition]. 

Get yours today > > [insert URL]
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There you have it,

8 proven Facebook Ad Copy Formulas to

turbo-charge your conversions! 

Give a few of these a try with your next ad campaigns to 
experience powerful results.

Drop a comment about these tips in our Facebook group

https://www.facebook.com/groups/psapaidmembers/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/psmme/

